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EPP/OJSC EPP

Open Joint Stock Company «Electric Power Plants»
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1.

Toktogul Hydropower Plant Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project

INTRODUCTION
1.1. Preamble
1.

This report represents the Semi-Annual Environmental Monitoring Report
(SAEMR) for Toktogul Hydropower Plant Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project
(Project).

2.

This report is the 12th SA EMR for the Project and covers operations
conducted from January to June 2022.

1.2. Headline Information
3.

The general objective of the rehabilitation works is to improve the technical
and operational performances of Toktogul hydropower plant (HPP).
Considering the strategic importance of Toktogul HPP for the stability of
the national and regional grid, there are two main objectives that can be
identified:
•
•

To recover a proper reliability and availability of the plant,
To increase the capacity of the power plant.

4.

The Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) of the Project with
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) was prepared in July 2014 and
approved by ADB and then by the State Agency of Environmental
Protection and Forestry (SAEPF) on 15 December 2014, the State
Environmental Approval No.04.01-28/428 dated 15.12.2014 (Annex 1).

5.

As originally planned, the Phase 2 required completely
rehabilitating/replacing the Units n°2 and n°4 with their auxiliary systems
and was divided into the two following lots:
•
•

6.

Decision was made to group in a single phase the rehabilitation of 4 units
and to replace the existing units by completely new units with the
exception of the main embedded parts, which leads to include the
rehabilitation of gates and Hydraulic Steel Structures related to the 4 units
in Package 1 as well as the replacement of the 4 units in Package 2. Works
of rehabilitation of units 1 and 3 relate to Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation
Phase 3 Project. Thus, Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project
consists of following packages:
•
•

7.

Package 1 of Phase 2 concerns the Rehabilitation of Gates &
Hydraulic Steel Structures (International competitive bidding,
single stage, one envelope).
Package 2 of Phase 2 concerns the rehabilitation of the two units
2 and 4 (International competitive bidding, two stages with prequalification, and two envelopes) and their auxiliary systems.

Package 1 concerns the Rehabilitation of Gates & Hydraulic
Steel Structures; and
Package 2 concerns the rehabilitation of 4 units and to replace
the existing units by completely new units and was divided into
two lots:
✓ Lot 1: Rehabilitation of Toktogul powerhouse by replacing
2x300 MW turbine generator units 2 and 4 and associated
auxiliary systems;
✓ Lot 2: Rehabilitation of Toktogul powerhouse by replacing
2x300 MW turbine generator units 1 and 3 and associated
auxiliary systems.

The Contract for Package 1 has been awarded to the Consortium of
6
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Zhejiang Machinery and Equipment I/E Co Ltd. and SM Powertech Co,
Ltd (ZMEC), and the Contract Agreement was signed by the Open Joint
Stock Company (OJSC) Electric Power Plants (EPP) and Construction
Contractor (CC) ZMEC on 30 May 2019. The design review of Contractor
submittals by Project Implementation Consultant (PIC) is on-going.
Package 1 works include the rehabilitation and replacement of these
components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
8.

Units intake trash racks;
Units intake maintenance gates;
Units intake emergency gates and their hoist;
Units downstream maintenance stoplogs;
Units steel penstock;
Spillway stoplog roller gates;
Maintenance Bottom Water Outlet gates;
Emergency Bottom Water Outlet gates and their hoist;
Service Bottom Water Outlet radial gates and their hoist;
Bottom Water Outlet steel penstock;
Dam Gantry crane;
Bottom Water Outlet Gate chamber crane;
Unit Downstream Stoplog chamber crane.

The Contract for the Package 2 of Phase 2 and Phase 3 has been
awarded to the Consortium of the legal entities of GE Hydro France and
GE Renewable Switzerland GmbH (GE) and the Contract Agreements
were signed by EPP and the CC GE on 9 February 2018. Works of
Package 2 include the rehabilitation and replacement of these
components:
Lot 1: Unit 2 and Unit 4 and part of the common auxiliaries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turbines;
Governing Systems;
Low Pressure Compressed Air System;
Cooling Water System;
Drainage and Dewatering System;
Powerhouse Travelling Cranes;
Generators;
Excitation Systems;
Generator Fire Fighting System;
Generator Cooling System;
Generator Neutral Grounding System;
Unit Control System;
Unit Monitoring System;
Unit Protection System;
Plant Control and Monitoring System and SCADA System;
Plant Fire Fighting System;
Plant Lighting System;
Miscellaneous Auxiliary Transformers;
Isolated Phase Bus Ducts;
MV Switchgears;
400 V AC Station Distribution System;
DC System;
Emergency Diesel Generator;
Mandatory and recommended spare parts;
7
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Lot 2: Unit 1 and Unit 3 and part of the common auxiliaries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
9.

Turbines;
Governing Systems;
High Pressure Compressed Air System;
Cooling Water System;
Generators;
Excitation Systems;
Generator Fire Fighting System;
Generator Cooling System;
Generator Neutral Grounding System;
Unit Control System;
Unit Monitoring System;
Unit Protection System;
Isolated Phase Bus Ducts.

The design works by the Contractors: package 2 - in particular for the

electrical part and some auxiliary systems (monitoring system and common
auxiliary systems such as fire-fighting system); package 1 - the design of the
bottom outlet ventilation system and bottom outlet maintenance and design

review of Contractors’ submittals by PIC are currently under process, while
the manufacturing of approved equipment is also on- going.
10.

Works for Package 2 at site were started in October 2019.

11.

Works for Package 1 at site were started in January 2020.

12.

A case of force majeure due to Covid-19 was declared in February-March
2020 by both Package Contractors. In August 2020 the Contractors
updated their health and safety plans so as to implement construction
works in compliance with all relevant government regulations and
guidelines on Covid-19 prevention and control (Annex 2).

13.

Complete rehabilitation of Unit 4, initially scheduled on March 2020 has
been postponed to March 2021. Both construction contractors are active
on this rehabilitation with several interfaces. Due to additional technical
issues of CC GE, the completion of rehabilitation of Unit 4 is delayed till
the end of October 2022.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES
2.1. Project Description
14.

The Toktogul Dam is a concrete gravity dam, with a height of 215 m, and
is equipped with a large hydropower plant of 1200 MW capacity. The
Toktogul HPP provides 40% of the average Kyrgyz Republic electricity
output. The dam’s construction began in 1960 and the hydropower plant
was put into services in 1975.

15.

The Toktogul HPP plays a major role on Kyrgyz Republic electrical grid
and on the Central Asian power system, providing energy and frequency
regulator services. It is equipped with 4 vertical Francis units of 300 MW
each and has never been significantly rehabilitated since its
commissioning.

16.

The Kyrgyz Republic has received a funding from the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) and the Eurasian Development Bank (EADB) for the Phase 2
of Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Project. The Executing Agency of this
project is the OJSC EPP.

17.

An Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) was developed for the
Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP, phase 2 Project on request of ADB. An
approval was delivered by the State Agency on Environment Protection
and Forestry (SAEPF) No 04.01-28/428 dated 15 of December 2014. This
documentation and its translation in English are presented in (Annex 1).

Figure 1. Toktogul hydropower plant dam
18.

Rehabilitation studies and rehabilitation works at Toktogul HPP are
divided into 3 phases. Construction activities of Phase 2 Project started in
October 2019.

2.2. Project Contracts and Management
19.

The objective of the executing agency EPP is to improve the technical and
operational performance of the Toktogul HPP and to contract the
rehabilitation of the Toktogul HPP on an Engineering Procurement and
Construction scheme. The Project Implementation Consultant (PIC) works
with the Investment Project Implementation Department (IPID) of EPP.
9
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20.

The IPID is one of the EPP’s departments specially assigned for
implementation of projects funded by international development
organizations such as ADB and World Bank (WB), etc.

21.

Within IPID, EPP has established a dedicated Project Implementation Unit
(PIU) in February 2013 for implementing concerned components of the
“Power Sector Rehabilitation Project. Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase
1” and “Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase 2, Phase 3 Projects”. IPID
administers all consulting and procurement contracts on behalf of EPP. It
is responsible for bid evaluation, contract award, construction supervision,
and report to the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic (KR), ADB, and
EADB.

22.

The IPID manager reports directly to the General Director of EPP. The
IPID is the main contact point for working communication between EPP
and ADB, and EADB. The IPID coordinates the consultants and
contractors. The IPID manager is Mr. Ulan Kariev (he was promoted from
PIU Head to IPID Manager in May 2022) and Head of PIU is Mr. Azizbek
Kurmanbaev (appointed in June 2022) (email: piu2@es.kg (Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Projects Phase 2 and Phase 3).

23.

The IPID, assisted by the PIC, submits necessary project plans, tender
evaluation reports, progress reports, applications for withdrawal of funds,
and any other required reports to ADB, EABD and the Government.

24.

The Environmental Specialist of PIU EPP Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation
Project Phases 1,2, and 3 is Ms. Jyldyz Moldosanova (email:
piu2@es.kg).

25.

PIC of EPP for Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project is Tractebel
Engineering- Coyne Et Bellier (France) in association with Endustriel
Elektrik Maden LLC (Kyrgyz Republic). In this sense, the national and
international team of consultants are assisting EPP as project supervision
consultant on the rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Phase 2 Project. The
international key personnel: Project Team Leader is Mr. Thierry Barret;
HSE Experts are Mr. Jean Luc Pigeon (email: jeanluc.pigeon@tractebel.engie.com) and Mrs. Isabelle Cantin (email:
isabelle.cantin@tractebel.engie.com). The national key staff includes:
Deputy Team Leader Mr. Marat Abdykasymov, HSE specialist is Mrs.
Burul Alymkulova (email: alymkulova11.b@gmail.com) (appointed in June
2022).

26.

The Construction Contactor of the Contract for the Package 1 of Phase 2
Project is the Consortium of ZMEC and SM Powertech. The Contractor’s
Environmental
Specialist
is
Mr.
Sultan
Kalpakov
(email:vlad@smpowertech.co.kr).

27.

Construction Contactor of the Contract for the Package 2 of Phase 2
Project is the Consortium of the legal entities of GE Hydro France and GE
Renewable Switzerland GmbH (GE). GE’s HSE Managers at site are Mr.
Orcun Duymaz (email: orcun.duymaz@ge.com) and Mr. Ulan Mambetov
(ulan.mambeto@ge.com).
A list of Project Contracts under implementation of Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project is given at Table 1.
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Table 1: Project Contracts under implementation of Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase 2
Project
Contracts
D-15-30/176 dated 30
May 2019

D-15-22/68 dated 9
February 2018

D-15-22/69 dated 9
February 2018

28.

Title
Package No. 1: Toktogul
Powerhouse Rehabilitation –
Design, Supply, Installation,
Pre-commissioning and
Commissioning
Package No. 2, Lot I: Toktogul
Powerhouse Rehabilitation –
Design, Supply, Installation,
Pre-commissioning and
Commissioning (units 2 and 4)
Package No. 2, Lot II: Toktogul
Powerhouse Rehabilitation –
Design, Supply, Installation, Precommissioning and
Commissioning (units 1 and 3)

Construction Contractors
Consortium of Zhejiang
Machinery and Equipment
I/E Co. Ltd and SM
Powertech Co. Ltd

Consortium of GE Hydro
France and GE
Renewable Switzerland

Environmental management of the Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Phase
2 Project is shown in Scheme 1 below.
EA
OJSC Electric Power Plants, IPID,
ES: Ms. Jyldyz Moldosanova

Financing
Organizations:
ADB, EADB

PIC
Tractebel Engineering-Coyne Et
Bellier (France) in association with
Endustriel Elektrik Maden LLC
(Kyrgyz Republic)

International EHS:
Mr.Jean-Luc Pigeon,
Mrs.Isabelle Cantin

National EHS:
Mrs. Burul
Alymkulova (from
June 2022)

Construction Contractor
of Package 2 -GE; EHS
Managers: Mr. Orcun
Duymaz, Mr.Ulan Mambetov

Construction Contractor
of Package 1 -

Consortium of ZMEC
and SM Powertech
EHS Specialist:
Mr.Sultan Kalpakov

Scheme 1: Environmental management of the Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Phase 2
Project as of June 2022
29.

EPP PIU Environmental specialist has developed the list of main
documents to be included into Track Documentation System. This list is
attached in Annex 2.
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2.3. Project Activities during reporting period
30.

All works take place within the fenced area of Toktogul HPP. All
rehabilitation measures are implemented within the facilities and building
constructions of the EPP. Area of Toktogul HPP is secured and no
admittance except business.

31.

The works have been delayed as the Employer has officially confirmed on
the 19 of September 2020 the postponement by one year of the project’s
schedule.
- repair of damaged stator segments introduced a new delay of 3-4
months;
- installation of the turbine and rotor is almost complete, the rest of the
work can only be done after the stator is installed in the crater, expected
completion time 2 months;
- technical issue of works of CC GE during the run-out of unit 4 in June
2022 will introduce additional delay (at least 3 months);
- Commissioning work was expected to start in April-May 2022 but due to
above technical issue will be postponed to August-September 2022;
- Unit 4 launch is expected at the end of October 2022.

32.

Activities implemented by CC SM-ZMEC of package 1 of the Project
during the reporting period are summed up below:
•

Installation of compressor units at dam Crest EL. 905.00 m;

•

Elimination of remarks on the gantry crane;

•

Rehabilitation of gantry crane;

•

Sand blasting, assembling and painting of spare trash racks;

•
Replacing the guide parts and installation of the maintenance gates A
and B;
•
Transportation and installation of 2 new maintenance gates to dam
crest;
•
Preparation work for the dismantling and water drainage from the polls
between the maintenance gates and emergency gates;

33.

•

Sandblasting cleaning of bottom outlet maintenance gate;

•

Sandblasting cleaning of spillway gates intake A and intake B;

•

Rehabilitation of the turbine water filling system.
Activities completed by CC GE during the reporting period are summed
up below (main site activities during the period):

•

Generator.
o Stacking of stator core (reparation of Unit 4);
o Preparation and Installation of generator cooling and oil system;
o NDE bracket preparation for assembly on erection bay;
o Concreting of generator floor;
o Low voltage induction tests;
o Preparation for winding works;
o Stator final clamping;
o NDE bracket preparation for assembly on erection bay;
o Winding works, bottom and top bars installation;
o Stator bars bandage and blocking works with LL16 painting;
12
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Stator bottom bars insulation and dielectric tests;
DE-NDE bearing oil piping preparation and installation;
Braking system piping installation;
Brazing top and bottom bars;
Thermographic test of Brazing;
Insulation and dielectric tests;
High flux test;
Low flux test;
Top and bottom caps insulation work;
Stacking of the rotor rim;
The geometry of the rotor rim has been measured;
Welding and cutting of the rotor rim wedges;
Installation of rotor rim wedge plates;
Installation of generator rotor brake disc segments;
Installation of generator shaft in vertical position;
Transportation of the lower bracket from the GE warehouse;
Unloaded the lower bracket R.B. of machine hall;
Installation of the U-4 generator rotor;
Installation of the excitation busbar of the rotor wires on the shaft extension arm;
Assembly of the rotor poles;
Active steel (iron) stator plates are being assembled;
Assembly of the arms (beams) of the upper bracket is underway;
Installation of support brackets for integrated stator cooling pipeline in generator
pit at the elevation 718.50m.

•

Turbine.
o Installation of HPU piping;
o Guide bearing oil cooling system erection;
o Assembly of TUR instrumentation;
o Refurbishment of manhole;
o Shaft seal supply and drainage pipe installation;
o Axial valve and pipe preparation work on erection bay;
o Turbine maintenance platform installation;
o Monorail installation;
o Blocking of all pressure taps;
o Pressure test of shaft seal piping;
o Servomotor adjustment, clamping and pining works;
o Plugging with injection of concrete inside the existing pressure pipe;
o Welding after injection.

•

E-BOP
o Installation of cable trays;
o Cable routing of cooling system, U-4 protection system, excitation system,
compressed air system;
o Installation of cubicles (U-4 control system, monitoring system, excitation
system, compressed air system;
o IPB installation neutral grounding cubicle;
o Installation of cable tray for firefighting system;
o Cable routing of cooling system, U-4 protection system, excitation system,
compressed air system;
o Installation of cubicles (U-4 control system, monitoring system, excitation
system, compressed air system;
o IPB installation neutral grounding cubicle;
o Cables routing in transformer room to protect T-4 transformer;
o Installation of new firefighting cable trays around the generator drum;
13
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o
o
o
o
o

Inspection of internal excitation system circuits at the el. 718.50 m;
Installation of grounding of HPP building;
New firefighting cable trays in dispenser room at the el. 760.10 m;
Cables were pulled to the turbine shaft;
New cable trays for firefighting system in AFF system (Automatic Fire Fighting
System) room at the el. 760.10m;
o Installation of new firefighting cable trays in the cable gallery at the el. 724.50
m.

•

M-BOP
o Argon welding of pipes, flanges, bypass Ø 50mm turbine headcover shaft
sealing at the el. 713.00 m;
o Installation and welding work of the water-cooling;
o System pipes and flanges, bypass Ø 300 mm on the existing embedded pipeline
No. 61, Ø 426 mm at the el. 710.00;
o Installation of flange Ø 219 mm and welding works on existing embedded
pipeline #84 at the el. 713.00 m in the TWS filter room;
o Scaffolding is being installed for dismantling the firefighting system pipes at the
el. 760.00 m;
o Assembly and welding of pipes and flanges of the integrated stator cooler pipe
in the generator pit;
o Installation and welding of discharge pipes and flanges, bypass Ø 300 mm of
the water-cooling system at elevation 710.00 m;
o Installation and welding work of pipes and flanges, bypass Ø 300 mm of the
water-cooling system at elevation 707.00 m;
o Installation and welding work of Ø 168 mm pipes, outlets, flanges of the
firefighting system in the transformer room T-4 at the el. 726.50 m;
o Installation and welding work of Ø 80 mm pipes, outlets, flanges of the
firefighting system in the MO - T4 room at the el. 718.50 m;
o Installation of support brackets under the firefighting system piping outside the
generator pit U-4 at the el. 718.50 m;
o Preparation works for installation and welding pipes Ø 168 mm, bypass, flanges
of the firefighting system exterior of the generator pit U-4 at the elevation 718.50
м;
o Installation of support brackets for integrated stator cooling pipeline (collector)
in generator pit at the elevation 718.50 m;
o Installation and welding work of pipes Ø 168.3 mm, bypass, flanges of oil cooler
firefighting system of transformer No.4 at the el. 760.10 m;
o Assembly and welding work of pipes Ø 88,9 mm, flanges of the system of
firefighting of oil cooler of transformer No.4 from the elevation 760.10 m to the
el. 718.50 m in the vertical cable shaft of Unit 2;
o Assembly and welding work of pipes Ø 88,9 mm, bypass, flanges of oil cooler
firefighting system of transformer №4 at the el. 718.50 m;
o Installation and welding work of pipes Ø 300 mm bypass, flanges No.56a
discharge pipe at the el. 718.50 m.

At the end of June 2022, the situation is as follows:
•
•
•

•

Transformer bridge crane N°4 installation completed, and test performed;
Unit 4 dismantling and refurbishment completed;
Unit 4 installation works ongoing, but major impact on the work schedule since half
of the stator elements have been damaged due to the long storage at the bonded
area in Khorgos;
Technical issues during the run-out of Unit 4 will cause additional delay, first
estimated to additional 3 months;
14
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2.4

Description of any changes to Project Design

34.

No changes to Project Design that impact from HSE point of view.

35.

Delay is foreseen however regarding the project progress due to some
pending issues that were not solved as well as Covid-19 outbreak.

36.

Last general Schedule provided by CC GE reports a date of completion
on June 2022, so with 6 months of delay despite a postponement of 1 year
of the site activities, in February 2020. Due to delay with the shipment of
the parts from China to Kyrgyzstan, three of six segments of stator of
generator were delivered corroded. The necessary repair works has
postponed the end of Unit 4 commissioning to Quarter 3 of 2022.

2.5

Description of Any Changes to Agreed Construction methods

37.

There were no changes to agreed construction methods.

2.6

Manpower on site

38.

Accommodation is strictly prohibited on site. Contractors’ site personnel
live at Kara-Kul (or in dedicated places out of site area, see below) which
is 4 km away from Toktogul HPP. Construction Contractors’ personnel use
a staff canteen, toilets of Toktogul HPP building.

39.

A new accommodation place has been set up for the accommodation of
GE’s sub-contractor TajikSGEM personnel (Figure 2). Two old buildings
on the Toktogul HPP storage protected and fenced territory have been
refurbished with the canteen. The number of living people – 40. Each room
for 3-4 person depends on the size of the room.
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Figure 2. CC GE’s contractor’s TajikSGEM Camp (Status in June 2022)

40.

According to the CC SM-ZMEC daily reports, the amount of personnel
present on site per Contractor/Subcontractor during the reporting period
is shown in the Table 2 below.
Table 2: Minimum /maximum number of personnel for the Package 1
2022
January
February
March
April
May
June

41.

Indirect manpower
13/15
15
15/16
16/17
15/17
18 (to date)

Direct manpower
35/38
35/45
33
48
61
65

According to the CC GE weekly reports, the amount of personnel present
on site per Contractor/Subcontractors during the reporting period is shown
in the Table 3. The number of personnel for this period is relatively less
than for the previous period.
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Table 3: Minimum /maximum number of personnel for the Package 2

GE

Tajik
SGEM

VERSHINA
(ambulance
/ doctor)

January

17/19

114/130

2

February

20/21

145/155

2

March

20/21

155

2

April

21/20

155/158

2

May

16/19

158/143

2

June

21/23

142/147

2

2022

3.

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFEGUARD ACTIVITIES
3.1. General description of environmental safeguard activities
42.

The Environmental Management of the works related to each Package is
documented in different plans, which were discussed and validated by PIU
for each Package (Annex 2).

43.

Workers from both Contractors have been completely provided with PPE
and implemented works according to health and safety requirements and
regulations. EHS routine inspections by PIC international expert and local
EHS specialist confirmed this point.

44.

The SM-ZMEC Construction Manager and the HSE Specialist are
conducting daily visual environmental control.
o
o
o

Introduction briefing on site is provided daily for all workers.
HSE specialists provide trainings and daily briefings.
Method Statements and Risk Analysis have been applied according to
each activity.
o Regular EHS controls have been conducted on contractor activities by
PIC HSE.
45.

Environmental safeguard activities completed by GE include the following
and are detailed in the following sections:
o

o
o
o
o

GE Site EHS Manager and supervisors perform daily site inspections.
They conduct regular inductions to their personnel to sensitize them to
EHS risks and housekeeping.
Toolbox talks are conducted.
All new workers were trained to overall Project EHS rules and
specifically to Covid-19 measures.
Method Statements and Risk Analysis have been conducted prior to
each planned activity.
Regular EHS controls have been conducted on contractor activities by
PIC HSE.
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3.2. Site Audits
46.

International Environmental Specialist of PIC, Mr. Jean-Luc Pigeon,
performed regular EHS missions from January 11 to 20, from April 4 to 16,
and from June 15 to 24, 2022. This report fully integrates results of Mr.
Pigeon’s visits.

47.

During reporting period, regular site visits were conducted by
Environmental Specialist of PIU/EPP in April 12-15 and May 25-28 of
2022. Economic activities of the Kyrgyz Republic were implemented in
compliance with all relevant government regulations and guidelines on
Covid-19 prevention and control.
Table 4. Site visits and audits

Organization Purpose

Performed by

Date

Audit Findings
(in short)

PIU EPP

Quarterly
monitoring of
safeguard
measures
implementation

EPP: ES
Mrs.Jyldyz
Moldosanova

13-14 April,
2022

Work
personnel
worked in PPE.
Waste
management
was fully
implemented.

PIU EPP

Quarterly
monitoring of
safeguard
measures
implementation

EPP: ES
Mrs.Jyldyz
Moldosanova

26-27 May,
2022

Informative
signs were
placed at work
areas. Medical
station of CC
GE worked. No
accident
happened.

PIC
Tractebel

Site inspection of
actual
construction sites
at Toktogul HPP

PIC: International
HSE expert
Mr. Jean Luc Pigeon

11-20 January,
2022;
4-16 April,
2022,
15-24 June,
2022

Work
personnel was
fully provided
with PPE.
EHS rules for
day-to-day
works and
specific
operations
were
implemented in
compliance
with SSEMP,
H&S plans.
Falling rocks
risks.

48.

During the inspection visits for environmental monitoring and checking
compliance with the HSE requirements, the PIC’s HSE international
expert checked the work implementation and work areas of CC ZMEC and
CC GE. The availability and use of PPE by workers at construction sites
was inspected, and compliance with SSEMP was checked, as well as EHS
18
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rules for day-to-day works and specific operations such as rotor lifting.
Timely collection and disposal of household and construction waste were
of under checking. In addition, meetings were held with managers and
employees of construction contractors, where issues of compliance with
the HSE requirements, briefing of construction workers, implementing the
provisions of the Project environmental documents - EMP and the HSE
Management Plan were discussed. Storage areas on site and outside the
Toktogul site were also visited (Toktogul HPPs Cascade storage, site 16,
CC GE storage, CC ZMEC storage at crest and within tunnels) during this
period.
49.

Compliance with HSE requirements of construction contractors GE and
ZMEC activities were checked by the Environmental Specialist of PIU
during site visits and audits. Work staff of both construction contractors
were fully equipped with PPE (Figure 3, Figure 4). Appropriate informative
signs were placed at work areas of both construction contractors:
Emergency contacts, Mandatory PPE on site, No smoking! H&S
instructions at working area, Industrial sanitation, Video surveillance is
carried out, Attention! Danger zone, Using of fire extinguisher, Do you
have the right safety attitude?; Emergency response short actions;
Emergency contacts; Work safety etc. (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7,
Figure 8, Figure 9).

50.

All project works were carried out in compliance with H&S rules and
regulations. No accidents happened during reporting period at site.

51.

Meetings and discussions of health, safety and environment protection
measures implementation were held at site with EHS managers of
construction contractors (Figure 13).

52.

CC ZMEC provided composting toilets for work staff at dam crest site area,
which were cleaned out on a regular basis (Figure 15). There are toilets,
wash-sinks inside of the building of Toktogul HPP which are used by CC
GE, CC ZMEC work staff as well. Domestic waste was collected in the
appropriate containers and placed after at the landfill of Kara-Kul (Figure
16).

53.

Scrap metal, dismantled equipment storage areas of the Cascade of
Toktogul HPP, containers with asbestos containing waste were
checked. These areas are asphalted, no oil leakage was observed
(Figure 18, Figure 18). Work areas of CC GE and CC ZMEC were clean
(Figure 19, Figure 20).
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Figure 3. Runout of rotor by CC GE of Unit 4
(Status in May 2022)

Figure 4. Work area of CC ZMEC (Status in
May 2022)

Figure 6. Information on H&S at storage area
of CC GE (Status in May 2022)

Figure 5. Emergency Eye wash station, firstaid kit in the warehouse of CC GE (Status in
May 2022)
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Figure 8. First-aid kit, antiseptic, informative
board on H&S in the power house of THPP,
work area of CC GE (Status in May 2022)

Figure 7. Emergency contacts, information on
mandatory PPE on site at work area of CC
GE (Status in May 2022)

Figure 9. H&S information board at work area
of CC ZMEC at dam crest of THPP (Status in
May 2022)

Figure 10. Mechanical shop in the warehouse
of CC GE (Status in May 2022)

Figure 11. Logbooks of industrial accidents,
violations of H&S, vehicles of CC ZMEC
(Status in May 2022)

Figure 12. Work process of CC ZMEC in
THPP (Status in May 2022)
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Figure 13. Meeting with EHS manager of CC
GE at field office (Status in May 2022)

Figure 14. Ambulance and medical station for
work staff of CC GE at site (Status in May
2022)

Figure 15. Composting toilets at site of CC
ZMEC (Status in May 2022)

Figure 16. Containers for domestic waste
near the field office of CC GE (Status in May
2022)

Figure 17. Storage area GSS of the Cascade
of Toktogul HPPs (Status in May 2022)

Figure 18. Containers with asbestos
containing waste at storage area of the
Cascade of Toktogul HPPs (Status in May
2022)

Figure 19. Work area of CC ZMEC at dam
crest (Status in May 2022)

Figure 20. Work area of CC GE at power
house of THPP (Status in May 2022)
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3.3. Issues tracking (Based on Non-Conformance Notices and HSE events)
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC
54.

No EHS event was reported during the reporting period, except a last one
occurring in June 2022, and leading to a flooding in the spiral case. This
was addressed within coordination meeting of June 21, 2022.

55.

Since an official letter was sent to the construction contractor regarding
the need to improve the storage of the painting and solvents (as some
non-conformities were identified during the visit of the PIC international
expert in September 2021), mitigation and improvement measures were
discussed with PIC international expert in January, March and June 2022.
Places of non-conformity were visited (crest of the dam and tunnels) and
mitigation measures were checked. Mitigation measures are now fully
operational (notably secondary containment issues).

56.

Other issues reported by International EHS expert during the period were
also resolved, such as:
- reporting activities through regular monthly meetings
- creation of a register of incident/accidents, as well as a register of
waste and chemicals.
- waste removal from crest and tunnels (abrasive waste + empty cans of
paints and solvents)

57.

Waste disposal issues including hazardous waste were reported during
the reporting period as follows:
- Abrasive waste coming from works were conditioned in big bags and
temporary stored in crest tunnel, near dam entrance and the nearby
tunnel during the first three months of the reporting period (Figure 21).
These abrasive wastes were transported and placed at an official
landfill according to the agreement between CC ZMEC and the
Cascade of Toktogul HPPs. For the reporting period, 346 tons of
abrasive waste were placed at the landfill.
- Empty cans of paintings and solvents which were used for the works
were stored at the dam crest until utilization. The storage place was
temporary but non- convenient, as empty cans remained a potential
pollution source. EHS Officers of CC ZMEC and Cascade of THPPs
worked together to solve utilization process. In June 2022, discussions
are still on-going with a specialized company in Bishkek to hand over
this type of hazardous waste. In the meantime, storage conditions at
the dam site have been improved since the empty cans are conditioned
within plastic protection, waiting for removal.
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Figure 21: Temporary storage of abrasive waste (Status in January 2022)

Figure 22: Temporary storage of the empty cans of paintings of CC ZMEC (Status in January
and June 2022)
58.

Routine EHS inspections and reviews of EHS documentation were
performed by the international EHS expert during the periodic visits,
together with the CC ZMEC EHS Officer. No issue other than mentioned
above ones was found. PPE wearing was observed (Figure 23), and
discussions were held about method statements.
24
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Figure 23: Specialized PPE of CC ZMEC (respiratory mask) (Status in March 2022)
Package 2 - GE
59.

Weekly reports established by CC GE include the following indicators in
terms of HSE events for the 6-months period of 2022:
Indicators
Table 5: CC GE EHS indicators
Indicators

Nb from week 1 to week 23

Fatality (Level A)

0

Significant / Major Injury (Level B)

0

Lost Time Incident

0

Near Miss

2

Medical Treatment Case (MTC)

0

First aid Case (FAC) – Level D

2

Occupational illness/ disease

0

Health and Hygiene Inspection

140 (for the 23 weeks)

Environmental Incident

0

Potential Severe Event

0

Fire/ explosion

0

Stop Work / Weather

0

Stop Work / EHS

22

Warning letter

4

COVID19
Exposure
(officially
announced by KG Government)

10 548

COVID cases

17

First Aid Case for Customer personnel

0

Source: GE Weekly Reports Week 2022-1 and Week 2022-23
Level A: Fatality
Level B: Permanently disabling work-related injury or hospitalization
Level C: OSHA or Locally recordable injury/illness or Work-related medical response
event that requires assistance from external emergency responders
Level D: First-Aid Case
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60.

EHS Documentation reviews were performed on site with CC GE EHS
Officer by PIC international EHS expert in January, April, and June 2022.
Information were given about waste and chemicals, whose lists and
associated quantities were handed over to the Consultant.

61.

EHS routine inspections were performed by PIC international EHS expert
with CC GE EHS specialists during the reporting period. Minor issues
related to wastes and site property were observed. PPE were worn by
workers, safety signs were present, as well as safety materials.

62.

EHS process during stator lifting. The EHS measures were effective and
very correctly put in place. However, one point of attention shall be given
to the external people (a lot of press and administrative) who are not fully
aware of EHS rules. In any case, barriers were efficient.

Figure 24: Rotor lifting operations by CC GE (Status in March 2022)
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Figure 25: Routine EHS inspection of work areas of CC GE (Status in January 2022)
63.

Near Miss accidents
During reporting period there were two incidents considered as near miss.
Details are given below:
1)

Tile fell down from wall (12.04.2022)
During start of the Unit 3 (unit on front of the incident area) it has been
identified falling tile from the wall directly above the walking way in the
power house of Toktogul HPP. Due to increased vibration while the
start of the unit, tile fell down on the floor. Area have been immediately
barricaded. The Contractor personnel use this walkway as a normal
pedestrian route. This particular way is not considered as an
evacuation route. The Contractor notified the Subcontractor about
accepted walkways and evacuation routes. CC GE conducted
intervention of the rope access specialists to check and remove the
loose tiles from the walls of powerhouse of Toktogul HPP (Figure 26).

Figure 26. Removing the loose tiles from the walls of Toktogul powerhouse by CC GE (Status in
April 2022)
2)

Bolts projected (Broke and projected) (16.04.2022)
During the assembly works on upper bracket on the elev. 726, all bolts
27
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(M64/L260mm) of the bracket were tightened. The bolts which were
tightened till 600 bars, got broken after 10 hours staying under
tension. Broken bolts have been projected with a loud noise.
Area have been immediately barricaded; the works were stopped.
Personnel have been evacuated from work area. Bolts are tied with
wire rope to each other, both ends of bolts were secured with wooden
installation to prevent deflection of projected bolts. Personnel worked
behind the wooden shield to prevent injuries and for being safe.
64.

According to the monthly EHS reports, Stop the work have been initiated
for the following reasons: due to Covid-19 site for 3 days, some no
significant incidents, except the one reported above.

3.4. Trends
65.

No statistics proposed by CC SM-ZMEC.

66.

Taking into account the number of stop the works issued by CC GE (total
= 22), there are some improvements of HSE aspects of working processes
in this reporting period. As number of "Stop of work" decreased by almost
eight times compared to the previous period.

3.5. Unanticipated Environmental Impacts or Risks
67.

Site Specific Covid-19 Plan, Pandemic Awareness of Employees of CC
GE and Health and Safety Plan updated with preventive measures of
Covid-19 of CC ZMEC were implemented and reinforced within both
construction contractors’ personnel. Toktogul HPP Project Site Specific
Covid19 Plan has been implemented by CC GE from the beginning of
2022. Daily inspection program is ongoing with 3 months look ahead
schedule. Particular measures are still as follows: develop schedules of
doctors’ duty, continue daily medical check-up of staff at going in and
going out of buildings, oblige all staff to report to his/her head when having
high temperature, dry cough, short breath, social distancing, wearing
mask, sanitary hygiene maintenance, barrier gesture; operating from
home office if contacted with a person with positive PCR test of Covid-19;
regular disinfection of offices; avoid crowded places; receive available
vaccine against Covid-19 but on a voluntary basis. Situation gradually
improved during the reporting period and some Covid-19 measures were
lightened (such as wearing mask).

68.

All required protective masks, antiseptic, body temperature measuring
instruments, informative boards were available at site by both construction
contractors and used by the work staff accordingly . Approximately 89% of
the total CC GE workforce on site have been vaccinated. Package 1
Contractor ZMEC did not have any Covid-19 cases during the reporting
period.

69.

Falling rocks risks (1). These risks have been identified along the access
road to the Toktogul HPP (Figure 27), and near the field office of CC GE.
All the people who take this road are at risk. This issue has been raised
during coordination meetings and this safety concern should be handed
over by Cascade of Toktogul HPPs.
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Figure 27: Rocks on road to Toktogul HPP (Status in April 2022)
Falling rocks risks (2). By letter No.ZM-SM-22-L-136 dated June 28, the Contractor of package 1 CC ZMEC informed
the Employer that a fall of stones masses is regularly observed at the tunnel entrance, resulting in situation at risks
for workers with request to take preventive/mitigation measures to protect the left side of the dam crest of rock fall (

70.

Figure 29). During rainy season rocks are falling to the access road and
roofs. This issue should be mitigated during the next period.
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Figure 28: Falling stones risks at the dam crest of Toktogul HPP (Status in June 2022)
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RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
4.1. Overview of Monitoring Conducted during Current Period
71.

According to IEE/EMP, it was and it is not planned to measure
instrumentally parameters of air, water or noise.

72.

IEE/EMP states workers are obliged to wear ear protectors where 85
dB(A) are exceeded (referring to World Bank/IFC General EHS guidelines,
2007). Both contractors provided ear protectors to their work personnel
during noise generating activities such as sandblasting works.

73.

All works took place within the fenced area of Toktogul HPP or within
existing buildings. All access roads already existed and are paved. Thus,
terrestrial flora and fauna are not affected by the rehabilitation works.

74.

Work personnel of CC GE and CC ZMEC were fully provided with
appropriate PPE. HSE instructions were conducted for working staff in a
regular basis by HSE specialists of the contractors. No HSE incidents
were happened during reporting period.

75.

Waste management of both contractors was implemented properly
according to the Site Specific Environmental Management Plans
(SSEMP). Domestic and construction wastes were placed at the official
landfill of Kara-Kul according to the agreements between construction
contractors. Dismantled equipment, scrap metal, asbestos containing
waste in containers were placed at storage area of Cascade Toktogul
HPPs.

76.

Construction works were complied with national HSE regulations, ADB
and IFC standards.

77.

EHS monthly reports were delivered by CC SM ZMEC and CC GE for the
periods of January, February, March, April, May, June 2022.

78.

Weekly reports were delivered by CC GE presenting HSE statistics and
key EHS highlights for the reporting period.

4.2. Trends
79.

It is still expected from the Contractors to present their method statements
including risk analysis and mitigation measures well in advance for any
new work, in order to be discussed with PIC EHS specialists.

4.3. Summary of Monitoring Outcomes
80.

There was no instrumental monitoring foreseen in IEE of the Project.

4.4.

Material Resources Use

81.

Monitoring of material resources use such as electricity and water is
complex due to the lack of separate counters for construction contractors.

82.

It should be noted that a closed cycle sandblasting system was installed
by Package 2 Contractor GE to prevent excessive water consumption and
to reduce waste water generation. System is used in airtight tent with air
suction system equipped with air filters to provide clean air. This system
is not in use now, because asbestos cleaning works are over.
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4.5. Chemicals
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC
83.

Storage of chemicals, mainly paintings and solvents, was visited by
International EHS expert during reporting period, and recommendations
were formulated about secondary containment (at the crest and within
tunnel). All issues were settled in June 2022, and places were equipped
with secondary containments (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Secondary containment at workplace of
CC ZMEC (Status in April 2022)
84.

Cars are serviced at specialized service stations and refueled at local gas
stations by agreement with the Contractors.

85.

Used oil is poured over in iron trays and then transferred in a ‘prepared
area’ before transfer to the Employer.

Package 2 – CC GE
86.

Chemicals started being stored from October 2020.

87.

Secondary containment was provided at site for temporary storage of
chemicals.

88.

A list of chemicals for generator was established in October 2020 and SDS
were collected in English. The chemical inventory is updated on a monthly
basis and provided to PIC EHS specialist.

89.

No chemical spills were reported as of the date of the report (Cumulated
environmental incidents = 0). Spills kits are present (Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Spill kits for oil recovery of CC GE (Status in April 2022)
90.

The PIC EHS routine inspection conducted in 2022 led to the following
observations (Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference so
urce not found.):
•

Chemical management: the chemical register shows the
different hazards of each chemical.

•

The dashboards at the chemical’s storages display the storage
compatibility matrix.

•

Chemicals are stored in closed cabinets on retentions.

•

All oil storages at site has secondary containment.

Figure 31. Secondary containment below chemicals, spill kit at work area of CC GE (Status in
April 2022)
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Figure 32. Technical oil storage area of CC GE (Status in June 2022)
Recommendations
91.

The chemical inventory of each contractor has to be reported to the
Employer.

92.

All locations of chemical storages (including fuel/diesel) and loading/
unloading areas shall be identified, and storage conditions have to be
confirmed in line with the specificities of each chemical to prevent spills,
fires or explosions.

4.6. Waste Management
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC
93.

An agreement has been made with Cascade of Toktogul HPPs which is
disposing domestic and construction waste at an official landfill of KaraKul (kuperslag, ceramic waste and debris removed from the turbine water
intake). Dismantled scrap metal is stored on site No.16 of Cascade of
Toktogul HPPs before official transfer to the Employer. Wooden and metal
packaging are reused for work in order to reduce construction waste.

94.

Construction waste includes used abrasive slag, wood, armature, pieces
of iron, logs, paint cans, dried remaining paint, etc. Construction waste is
stored in a designated place at storage area of the Cascade of Toktogul
HPPs.

95.

Drained used oil storage area was prepared during the 1st Phase of the
Project. Oil storage is located on the site No.16 of Toktogul HPP, its
approximate dimensions are 25x25. It is a covered, well ventilated area
with a concrete foundation.

96.

During the implementation of the project, domestic, construction, non-toxic
and toxic industrial wastes (anti-corrosion paint, old oil) are generated.
•

Scrap metal is handed over to Cascade of Toktogul HPPs after
completion of dismantling of the equipment

•

Empty packages are stored at site No.16 in the workshop for reuse.

•

The rest of the construction (including abrasive waste -after full
use is disposed of in a landfill according to the agreement. For
the reporting period 346 tons of abrasive waste were disposed
of in the landfill (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Temporary storage of abrasive waste of CC ZMEC (Status in January 2022)
Package 2 - CC GE
97.

Domestic wastes were segregated, collected in waste bins and
transported to the landfill according to the agreement with the Employer.

98.

Hazardous waste was segregated. Used oil was collected in drums and
stored in secondary containment. Produced hazardous waste such as
paint buckets and abrasive sand with lead were turned over to authorized
company for disposal.

99.

Wastewater is stored in 2 x 5 m3 tanks and suction truck has been
contracted for wastewater disposal.

100. Medical waste was generated as such: 14,365 kg from January 2022
(much more than previous reporting period, probably because of Covid19 situation in the beginning of the 2022). Medical waste is delivered to
central city hospital for disposal according to KR legislation.
101. CC GE HSE management improved their waste management practice. All
segregated waste is placed in proper bins, and used oils are collected in
barrels and transferred to the Employer.
•

Waste register: GE transmitted the waste register for the
reporting period as follows:
Table 6: Waste register for the reporting period of CC GE

Asbestos waste

0

kg

Domestic waste

4160

kg

250

kg

Plastic waste

0

kg

Tyres wastes

0

kg

Contaminated PPE

1 500

kg

Waste cables

2 520

kg

Waste diesel

7 100

kg

Waste oil

8 690

kg

Wood

4020

kg

Paper

100

kg

Household

150

kg

Contaminated package

500

kg

Metal waste
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Recommendations
102. Waste management and reporting must be improved by both contractors.
Waste management was identified by IEE as a key potential negative
impact, which is stated by the State Environmental Expertise (Annex 1).
103. The reported information should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of waste (description and classification – e.g. hazardous – nonhazardous;
Waste source – what activity generated the waste and where;
Quantity of waste generated;
Treatment/disposal route – provide information on quantities of waste
reused, recycled and sent to landfill or incineration; and
Final disposal sites for waste.

Although both Contractors have waste registers, the status of reporting is
still insufficient. Efforts to monitor this activity will be reinforced.
104. PIC team in charge of environmental monitoring of project activities will in
particular focus on waste management and close work with contractors
HSE specialists at site through site inspections and releases of nonconformities, controls of their waste disposal contracts, monthly control of
their waste registers and requirement of specific waste management
inductions by construction contractors to their employees.

4.7. Asbestos cleaning works
Package 2 – CC GE
105. No asbestos cleaning works were performed during reporting period.
106. In 2021 the asbestos decontamination subcontractor of CC GE was the
licensed French company DIE which implemented asbestos cleaning work
at site based on the Asbestos Containing Material and Lead Management
Plan rev6. In March 2022 a new company Vermeulen was contracted.
They were trained to New Hire Induction, Waste Management, Lifesaving
Principals, Covid-19 prevention. But because the delay of work in putting
in operation of Unit 4 by CC GE, many technical issues, the Employer did
not provide Unit 2 for dismantling for CC GE during reporting period. So,
there were not asbestos cleaning works for the contractor of CC GE and
the company Vermeulen was demobilized on 07.03.2022 due to the lack
of possible activities.
107. Dismantled equipment containing asbestos containing materials (ACM)
(work done in 2021) is still stored within Cascade of Toktogul HPPs
storage site. Waste containing Asbestos is stored in containers at storage
area of Cascade of Toktogul HPPs (Figure 18). Waste was stored
according to SSEMP.
108. Based on the official letter of the Department of Disease Prevention and
State Sanitary-Epidemiological Surveillance of the Ministry of Health of the
Kyrgyz Republic No. 08/2-5-3360 dated December 22, 2021 -“According
to article 6 of the Law of KR No.89 dated 13.11.2001 “On industrial and
consumer waste”, facilities for temporary storage of hazardous waste are
determined at the territory of industrial entities, and stationary storage
facilities, disposal of hazardous waste are at intended landfill. As there is
no intended/special landfill for hazardous waste in the country at present,
industrial waste is stored at the territory of industrial entities or it could be
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transported out of the country with regard to the rules of Basel Convention
on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and
Their Disposal” (Annex 3).
109. Based on this, ACM will be stored at the Client storage area until the legal
rules are updated. The Employer keeps this issue under control.
Conditions of reuse of some contaminated material should also be
studied, including safety measures.

4.8. Noise, dust, air quality
110. The nearest community is located at almost 4 km of the site. It is
considered the neighboring communities cannot be affected by noise and
dust. The construction contractors are obliged to take care that workers
wear ear protectors where noise exceeds 85dBA. Ear protections are
effectively worn in some situations by the construction contractors’ work
personnel, but noise is not planned to be instrumentally monitored by IEE
of the Project.
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC
111. A short-term effect on the atmospheric air is generated by the contractor's
transport and lifting equipment (crane truck and manipulator), which is
used to move people and during the delivery, unloading and assembly of
equipment at the construction site. The engines work for a short time, at
the time of movement and construction work.
112. Dust-free cleaning of surfaces is used with a dust-free abrasive blasting
machine. The abrasive is reused in case of spraying at the workplace,
since the equipment allows collecting the sprayed abrasive back by
means of the built-in "vacuum cleaner".
Package 2 – CC GE
113. During welding to prevent metal fumes and odor, air suction fans are in
use by Package 2 contractor GE.
114. For sandblasting activities, specific respiratory system and ear plugs are
used by the personnel, sandblasting equipment was selected according
to international standards and local regulations regarding the noise level.

4.9. Health and Safety
4.9.1. Community Health and Safety
115. Following last year events between Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan at the
border, a decree was issued by the Cabinet of Ministers of The Kyrgyz
Republic No12-p dated 21 May 2021 to restrict movements of Tajik people
between the 2 countries and inside Kyrgyzstan. The main subcontractor
of Package 2 contractor GE is the Company TadjikSGEM. Employees of
this company are mainly from Tajikistan but many local workers are also
hired.
116. There several changes were made in the decree of the Cabinet of
Ministers of The Kyrgyz Republic No12-p dated 21 May 2021 such as:
No.101-p dated 21 July 2021; No.304-p dated 1 December 2021; No.218p dated 30 September 2021. Thus, it is not an issue any more as well as
conflicts between Tajik workers at site and locals.
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4.9.2. Worker Health and Safety
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC
117. HSE Plan was updated to include some Covid-19 specific clauses. Full
PPE have been provided to all personnel.
118. Personnel were monitored daily to measure body temperature to prevent
the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. Masks are given to workers;
sanitizers are distributed to work areas and field offices.
119. HSE briefing is carried out before starting work and throughout the entire
project.
120. The working personnel is briefed on a daily basis on safety measures with
issuance of a work permit after the briefing.
121. Working hours are from 8 am to 6 pm. Sunday is a day off. Last three
months, two shifts were predominant.
122. Workers have lunch at a local canteens and cafes in Kara-Kul. No
accommodation at site: Around ten expatriates live in a rented house in
Kara-Kul whereas workers were hired among the local population at KaraKul.
123. CC ZMEC placed 2 dry toilets for working personnel at site area/top of
dam which were cleaned up regularly (Figure 15).
124. First aid kits are available.
Package 2 – CC GE:
125. According to the observations conducted by the PIC international expert:
•

Lighting is adequate.

•

Sanitary and wash hand facilities, cloakrooms are available.

•

General housekeeping is acceptable.

•

Night work is conducted inside the plant.

126. EHS event awareness is organized each month
127. HIV communication campaign was conducted and completed in May
2022. Complementary information might start again during the autumn.
128. Ambulance and doctor are permanently at site.
129. New accommodation site has been provided for 40 workers of TajikSEM.

4.10. Emergency Response
Package 1 – CC SM-ZMEC:
130. Information regarding emergency procedures are given in the method
statement corresponding to the activity. The Project Emergency Plan of
CC ZMEC was established in February 2020 (Annex 2). Training is given
before start of work. For example, 6 people explained the workers how to
escape from penstock in case of fire (2 elevations for way-out).
131. Emergency planning: 2 muster points are identified at the tunnel and
downstairs.
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Package 2 – CC GE:
132. Spill and Fire Response Drills were done in February and May 2022,
respectively.
133. No chemical spill has been reported.
134. Spill kits are present at site.
135. To prevent the fire risk, fire blankets and fire extinguishers were in place
during welding activities conducted for crane refurbishment. In addition,
all welding machines are periodically inspected and calibrated.
136. The emergency response plan was established in December 2020
(Annex 2) and is explained during EHS inductions. Last update of the
emergency response plan during the reporting period included flooding
events and vibration alarm.
137. There are 3 muster points and one alternative in case of flood.

4.11. Grievance Redress Mechanism
138. ADB's safeguard policies require that any persons, who may undergo
under the adverse effects of the Project activities, must be informed in
advance about possibilities of making complaints through Grievance
Redress Mechanism (GRM), if the Project activity generates any negative
impact on their health or create certain inconveniences for their
livelihoods. GRM was developed within the scope for preparing the IEE
and EMP. This GRM shall be maintained during the whole duration of the
Project’s implementation. It describes the mechanism how to redress the
affected peoples’ (AP) grievances in a timely and effective manner.
139. For successful implementation of Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase 2
and 3 Projects funded by ADB, the Employer OJSC EPP issued the Order
No.18 dated 28.01.2020 “For Grievance Redress Mechanism” for prompt
consideration of grievance and appeals of citizens on the Projects, and
according to legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic, ADB Policy Safeguards
(2009) and the Policy ADB accountability mechanism (2012.). The
Grievance Redress Group and Grievance Redress Mechanism were
created.
140. GRM has been fully implemented and managed by PIU. GRM Log Books
were arranged. Both Construction Contractors have GRM Log Books at
field/offices at sites (Figure 34).
141. From information transmitted by CC GE and CC ZMEC in their reports
(including check at site for ZMEC), no complaint has been raised during
reporting period, neither by workers nor by the population. GRM log books
were filed up appropriately.
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Figure 34. Grievance Log Books in the field offices of the CCs (Status in June 2022)

4.12. Training
Package 1 – СС SM-ZMEC
142. On-site induction training is provided for all workers. HSE Specialists
provide trainings and daily briefings.
Package 2 – СС GE
143. GE EHS training activities are reported in the below table:
Table 7. GE EHS training activities of CC GE
Tech. Training
Attended Total

99

New Hire Induction+ New
Hire Refreshing+Visitor
Attended Total

36

183

New Hire Induction+ New
Hire Refreshing+Visitor
Attended Total

183

,
Tech. Training
Manhours Total

HSE TRAINING STATISTICS
Target
0.005

Jan/22

0.458
Attended

HSE TRAININGS
NEW HIRE INDUCTION
VISITOR INDUCTION
MANUAL HANDLING
LIFE CRITICAL ACTIVITIES
WORKING AT HEIGHTS
CONFINED SPACE
LIFE SAVING PRINCIPLES
COVID19

OTHER
TOTAL

21
15
0
21
21
21
36
0
0
0
99

TECH. TRAINING

Training
Time

Man
Hours
8
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
8
8
2
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Recommendations
144. It is recommended from each contractor to complete a training matrix for
all the staff contracted and subcontracted for all trainings. Attendance
sheets shall be signed by the staff. Information reported in weekly and
monthly reports shall be more precise.

5.

FUNCTIONING OF THE SSEMP
5.1.

SSEMP Review

145. Construction Contractors have largely implemented the requirements set
out in their SSEMPs. Their activities have increased progressively with all
related HSE mitigations.
146. EHS international expert and local specialists of PIC and PIU have
confirmed the effective status of each mitigation. PIC consultants register
on a dedicated file the progress of the SSEMP for both contractors.
147. The implementation status of each mitigation is being assessed based on
the information reported by each contractor and by the PIC specialists.
Monthly reports also include the status of implementation of each
mitigation.
Package 1 – СС SM-ZMEC
148. Construction Supervisor and HSE Specialist performed daily visual
inspections of the environment.
149. The general manager is responsible for waste management and a
complaints mechanism.
150. The following points were confirmed by the international PIC experts:
•

Three specialists are present within the HSE team.

•

HSE dashboards are present.

•

Method statements frame high risk activities.

•

No HSE incident, non-compliance, nor near miss have been
emitted since the beginning of the works.

•

Permits to work are prepared and signed.

•

EHS inductions are completed (register available). Daily EHS
toolbox talks are conducted.

•

Only one confined space is identified: the penstock.

•

Sand is available in the working areas to be used as spill kit.

•

Lone work is strictly forbidden.

•

Equipment maintenance: 3 vehicles are used and are
periodically controlled.

Package 2 – CC GE
151. The HSE team is staffed with a manager and 2 supervisors for GE, and 2
HSE specialists from the subcontractors.
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152. A doctor is on site with an ambulance and a defibrillator (since October
2020). Anti-Covid equipment is largely available at site.
153. The Site HSE Manager conducted site inspections. He regularly gave
induction briefings to his staff.
154. The indicators for trainings, inspections, toolbox talks and other controls
are presented in the Table 8 for the reporting period.
Table 8: CC GE Indicators: EHS actions
Indicators

Nb from week 1 to week 23

Safety Rewards

0

Training Hours
(Specific)

0

EHS Inspections

121

Self-Assessment Compliance

1

Emergency Drill

2

Toolbox Talks

122

Alcohol & Drug Scan

3415

Source: GE Weekly Reports Week 2022-1 and Week 23

155. PPR (method statement) and risk analysis are carried out prior to each
planned activity.
156. Regular HSE monitoring is carried out in relation to the Contractors'
activities.
157. The following points were confirmed by the international PIC expert:
•

Weekly EHS meetings are held.

•

Permits to Work identifying clearly EHS risks and impact are
used and the Lockout-Tagout (LOTO) process has been
implemented.

•

PPE: Generic and specific PPE are used.

•

Spill management: Spill kits are available. No leaking
equipment was observed. Containment is present for
hazardous liquid materials.

•

Hazardous activities concern hot works, work at height,
scaffolds, electrical works, lifting operations, confined spaces
(one only: the Draft tube when the head cover is in place),
portable power tools, asbestos, lead, diving.

•

Lone work is strictly forbidden. No ATEX areas are identified at
the site. No excavations are conducted.

•

Equipment maintenance: 6 cars were bought by CC GE and are
weekly controlled.

158. During inspections, the following documentation was available at site for
consultation:
•

HSE non compliances, incidents, investigation reports and
implemented preventive and corrective actions (GENSUITE
register);

•

List of workers (including subcontractors);

•

Chemicals register;
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•

Waste register;

•

Training matrix listing all trainings and HSE inductions
(GENSUITE tool and Excel file, attendance forms);

•

Internal EHS inspections and audits;

•

Register of inspections of all engines (Excel file);

•

Log book of grievances from workers and populations;

•

List of first aiders;

•

Toolbox talks register.

159. CC GE conducts full quarterly audits of each contractor on six general
EHS topics (Work Type Based Questions, Safety Culture, EHS Training,
Audit Findings, EHS Incidents, Subcontractor Management). Results of
the last audits were regularly communicated to PIC and are as follows for
key subcontractors:
•

Tajik SGEM: April 2021: Score of 36%, September 2021: Score of
40%, March 2022: 80.1%; June 2022: 72.0%.
160. In addition, for the reporting period two internal audit were conducted by
CC GE in March and June 2022 and led to the following observations:
•
•

•

The overall audit score increases to 80.1% (vs 63.2% in the last
audit); and reflect a huge improvement done on every scope. Site
reached a very good standard.
The EHS management is well organized and documented (Plans
& Procedures, Work Permit tracking, weekly main indicator reports,
inspections, Certificates, SSEMP, training, method statements,
Asbestos & Lead, Contracts & Local legislation, disciplinary Actions
register).
The EHS dashboards are well completed to allow everyone have
access to the useful EHS information.
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GOOD PRACTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVEMENT
6.1. Good Practice
161. Asbestos cleaning work performed in 2021 by CC GE is a good practice
in Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Project. Such kind of work has been done
first time in Toktogul HPP at international level in compliance with
international rules and regulations.
162. The asbestos decontamination subcontractor of GE was a certified French
company DIE which implemented asbestos cleaning work at site in 2021
based on the Asbestos Containing Material Management Plan and Lead
Management Plan rev.6 of CC GE (Figure 35).

Figure 35. Asbestos cleaning work at Toktogul HPP project site (Status in September 2021)

163. Dismantled equipment containing asbestos was stored within Toktogul
HPP storage site. Waste containing Asbestos is packed in bags for
disposal and stored in metallic containers with the hazard warning signs
placed at the Toktogul HPP storage area (Figure 18). Waste transfer
tracking is shown in Table 9 below.
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Table 9. Waste transfer tracking of CC GE

Date

Source of
Waste

European
Waste
Codes

Description
of Waste

Type of
Container

Quantity

Unit

05.04.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos

Sacks

5

EA

HPP
warehouse

06.04.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Contaminate
dPackage

Other

5

EA

HPP
warehouse

12.04.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Contaminate
dPackage

Other

8

EA

HPP
warehouse

16.04.2021

Toktogul
HPP

20 01 40

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos
Gasket

Sacks

400

KG

HPP
warehouse

29.04.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos

Sacks

15

EA

HPP
warehouse

19.05.2021

Toktogul
HPP

20 01 40

Hazardous
Waste

Sacks

3500

KG

HPP
warehouse

25.05.2021

Toktogul
HPP

17 04 11

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos
Gasket
Asbestos
Waste
Cable

Sacks

1550

KG

HPP
warehouse

09.06.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos

Sacks

16

EA

HPP
warehouse

12.06.2021

Toktogul
HPP

Used
Contaminated
PPE

Sacks

1350

KG

HPP
warehouse

09.07.2021

Toktogul
HPP

20 01 40

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos
Gasket

Sacks

2500

KG

HPP
warehouse

12.08.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 01 10

Hazardous
Waste

Asbestos

Sacks

5

EA

HPP
warehouse

29.08.2021

Toktogul
HPP

15 02 02

Hazardous
Waste

Used
Contaminated
PPE

Loos
e

1500

KG

HPP
warehouse

15 02 02

Type of Waste

Hazardous
Waste

Waste
Receive
Site

According to IEE of the Project the asbestos containing waste is to be handed over
to the Client.
164.
According to article 6 of the Law of KR No.89 dated 13.11.2001 “On industrial and
consumer waste”, facilities for temporary storage of hazardous waste are determined
at the territory of industrial entities, and stationary storage facilities, disposal of
hazardous waste are at intended landfill. As there is no intended/special landfill for
hazardous waste in the country at present, industrial waste is stored at the
territory of industrial entities or it could be transported out of the country with regard
to the rules of Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal (Annex 3).
165. Based on this, the asbestos containing waste are going to be stored at the Client
storage area until the legal rules are updated according to need and requirements in
the country.

6.2. Opportunities for Improvement
166. The Employer must stay vigilant in the strict respect and application of all
the measures defined to avoid contamination and spread of Covid-19.
167. The improvement opportunities identified by CC GE are the following
ones: compressed gases, hearing conservation program, chemical
labelling, electrical safety, working places accesses, scaffolding, first
aiders, subcontractor EHS plan, Tajik SGEM camp accommodation, lifting
accessories, material storage.
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168. Overall improvements are still related to the below issues, during the
reporting period
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Transparent HSE statistics, emergency drills, tests of emergency
equipment, grievances,
The workers register (contracts, fitness to work, signed codes of
conduct, etc.),
The training register,
The waste register and more generally the conditions of each
waste storage
The chemicals register, the MSDS of all hazardous materials used
at site, the respect of compatibility storage conditions for hazardous
materials, the presence of retentions and information on hazards
at each storage,
The identification of activities at risk and the control of the related
work permits with identification of risks and mitigations,
The inspection register with related observed non- conformities and
corrective actions.
Make available anti spill materials at each storage of liquid
hazardous materials / waste,
CC SM-ZMEC is kindly requested to improve EHS statistics in their
regular monthly EHS reports.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
169.
All works took place within the fenced area and
existing buildings of Toktogul HPP with the paramilitary guards
and entrance only with passes.
170. The site activities at Toktogul HPP were implemented by both contractors
with the mitigations on which they committed in their SSEMPs and Health
and Safety Plans. These mitigations are closely monitored by PIU and PIC
Consultants.
171. 2 near-miss EHS accidents happened at site during reporting period.
172. No EHS accidents happened at site during reporting period.
173. Each contractor shall continue conduct regular safety inspections and
transfer related reports to PIC/PIU.
174. Hazardous waste should be better handled. Even if there is more data
reported by CC GE and CC SM-ZMEC, waste management and reporting
have to be improved by both contractors. Waste management was
identified by IEE as a key potential negative impact, which is stated by the
State Environmental Expertise (Annex 1). Each Contractor shall detail the
preliminary Waste Management Plan which was included in their SiteSpecific Environmental Monitoring Plan. A reliable waste register should
document: quantities and types of waste delivered, with due dates.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1: Approval of the SAEPF on IEE developed for Phase 2 Project
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Informal Translation
Approval of the SAEPF on IEE developed for the Project Phase 2.

STATE AGENCY OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AND FORESTRY UNDER THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
December 15, 2014, No.04-01-28/428
I approve
Deputy Director of the State Agency on Environment Protection
and Forestry under the KR Government
/seal affixed/ signed/ A.A. Rustamov
December 15, 2014
APPROVAL
OF THE STATE ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERT REVIEW
to the Report “Initial Environmental Examination (IEE),
Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP, Phase 2” of the Energetic Sector
Rehabilitation Project ADB-ТА-8434 (KGZ)
The Report “Initial Environmental Examination (IEE), Rehabilitation of Toktogul
HPP, Phase 2” of the Energetic Sector Rehabilitation Project AБР-ТА-8434
(KGZ) developed by Fichtner in 2014 on request of ADB and “Electric Power
Plants” OJSC was submitted to the State Agency on Environment Protection
and Forestry under the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic to carry out state
environmental expert review.
The Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) of the Rehabilitation of Toktogul
HPP, Phase 2” of the Power Sector Rehabilitation Project ADB-ТА-8434 (KGZ)
consists of the following major sections:
1. Summary
2. Political, Legal and Administrative Frameworks
3. Description of the Project
4. Description of Environment
5. Expected environmental impacts and mitigation measures
6. Analysis of alternatives
7. Disclosure of information and consultation
8. Grievance Redress Mechanism
9. Environment Management Plan
10. Conclusion and Recommendations
11. Annexes
Implementation schedule: The construction shall start in second half of 2016
and last until 2020/2021.
Description of the Project and possible impacts:
The following activities will be carried out in the course of works at Toktogul HPP:
- replacement/rehabilitation of two turbines:
- replacement/rehabilitation and upgrading of two generators;
- replacement of two main transformers associated with two turbines / generators;
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replacement of unit control systems for two units;
replacement of unit protection systems, including relevant transformer,
loop and fencing for two units;
replacement of a unit of electrical and mechanical auxiliary systems (MV
and LV switchgears, cooling system, drainage and water-pumping
systems, etc.) for two units (for units);
rehabilitation of hydraulic steel structures and hydromechanical
equipment at the outlet and downstream;
rehabilitation of hydraulic steel structures and hydromechanical
equipment (pressure conduits, bottom outlets, taps, etc.).

Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Project is a unique project and a vital link for
regulation of voltage frequency of 500 kV transmission systems, which connects
the Central Asian countries. Capacity of HPP was well built, but many
components should be currently replaced to maintain generating integrity.
Consequently, there is no other realistic alternative but one that suggests
consistent replacement of worn-out equipment and relevant maintenance of
engineering structures and installed equipment.
According to Examination, the following possible impacts on the environment
may be associated with rehabilitation activities listed above:
- possible power outage during construction;
- disposal of old oil (about 180 tons that do not contain PCBs according
to conducted analysis);
- issues of occupational health and safety compliance during construction;
- increase in truck movements through settlements during construction
period; transportation of heavy equipment, building materials and
debris;
- disposal of iron / steel (almost 4000 tons) and other wastes;
- construction debris generated because of construction work, and some
domestic waste generated because of daily living activities of workers.
As a part of IEE it is provided for to identify proposed Project impacts on the
environment and to plan appropriate preventive actions and mitigation
measures to prevent, minimize or eliminate expected adverse effects. Potential
environmental impact of the Project will be of local and temporary nature. To
mitigate the impact on the environment, there is developed Environmental
Management Plan (EMP), which provides for collection, storage and sale of
scrap metal and re-use the oil from equipment to be replaced etc..
Public consultations and public meetings were conducted in Karakul Town of
Jalal-Abad oblast when the Report was being prepared. Participants of those
consultations and meetings mainly considered waste related matters and
methods of coping with them. Eventually everybody came to conclusion that
rehabilitation measures provided by the ADB Project on rehabilitation of
Toktogul HPP were necessary.
Having considered submitted materials, the State Agency on Environment
Protection and Forestry under the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic issues
positive opinion on the State Environmental Expert Review to the Report “Initial
Environmental Examination (IEE), Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP, Phase 2” of
the Energetic Sector Rehabilitation Project ADB- ТА-8434 (KGZ).
At the same time it is required that:
- “Electric Power Plants” OJSC must ensure that reports on environment
protection are timely submitted and statutory payments for
environmental pollution are timely paid to the Jalal-Abad Territorial
Department of SAEPF during implementation of the Project.
- Jalal-Abad Territorial Department of SAEPF must be notified before
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beginning of work.
If the conclusion of the State Environmental Expert Review is not complied with
and if works are not executed according to design decisions, the conclusion
shall automatically become void.
Chairman of Experts Commission,
Head of Department of the State Environmental
Expert Review and Environmental Management
(DSEEREM)
/signed/
K.K. Jumabekov

Members of Experts Commission: Head of the Division of DSEEREM

/signed/

A.A. Ryspekov

Chief Specialist of DSEEREM
/signed/
I.M. Sarybaev
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Annex 2: The list of main documents on Environmental Safeguard of Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Phase 2 Project as of June 2022
No

Document title

Prepared by

Date of approval

Basic Documentation:
1.

IEE / Initial Environmental Examination
KGZ: Toktogul HPP Rehabilitation Phase
2 Project

Project
Implementation
Consultant/PIC
Fichtner

2.

Conclusion of the State environmental
expert review on IEE developed for the
Project Phase 2.

State Agency of
Environmental Protection
and Forestry of the
Kyrgyz Republic

July 2014
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocument/81731/46348003-iee-01.pdf
December 2014

Reports:
3.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July-December 2016
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

January 2017
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocument/225671/46348
-003-emr-01.pdf

4.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering January – June 2017
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

July 2017
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en.pdf

5.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July - December 2017
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

July 2017
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en_0.pdf

6.

Semi-annual Environmental
Monitoring Report covering January –
June 2018 developed for Toktogul
HPP Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

July 2018
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en_1.pdf

7.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July - December 2018
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

8.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering January – June 2019
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

February 2019
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en_2.pdf
August 2019
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en_3.pdf
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9.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July - December 2019
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

10.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering January – June 2020
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

11.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July – December 2020
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

12.

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering January-June 2021
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

13

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering July-December 2021
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

14

Semi-annual Environmental Monitoring
Report covering January-June 2021
developed for Toktogul HPP
Rehabilitation Project Phase 2

OJSC Electric Power
Plants with the assistance
of PIC Tractebel

December 2019
https://www.adb.org/sites
/default/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348
-003-emr-en_4.pdf
September 2020
https://www.adb.org/sites/de
fault/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348003-emr-en_5.pdf
February 2021
https://www.adb.org/sites/de
fault/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348003-emr-en_6.pdf
September 2021
https://www.adb.org/sites/de
fault/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348003-emr-en_7.pdf
April 2022
https://www.adb.org/sites/de
fault/files/projectdocuments/46348/46348003-emr-en_8.pdf
Present Report

Other documentations:
15.

Sample results
(Asbestos Risk Assessment Survey.
Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Phase 2
Project)

PIC Tractebel

December 2016

16.

Asbestos Management Plan
(Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Phase 2
Project)

PIC Tractebel

December 2016

17.

Asbestos Survey Report
(Rehabilitation of Toktogul
HPP Package 2 Phase 2
Project)

CC GE

April 2019

18.

Site Specific Environmental
Management Plan Rev 6
(SSEMP) (Rehabilitation of
Toktogul HPP Package 2 Phase
2 Project)
Health and Safety Plan Rev 1
(Rehabilitation of Toktogul
HPP Package 2 Phase 2
Project)

CC GE

December 2019

CC GE

November 2019

19.
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Asbestos Containing Material
Management Plan (ACMMP)
Rev 6 (Rehabilitation of
Toktogul HPP Package 2 Phase
2 Project)
Overhead crane area cleaning method
statement Rev 2
(Rehabilitation of Toktogul
HPP Package 2 Phase 2
Project)
Project Emergency Response Plan Rev
C

CC GE

May 2021

CC GE

October 2019

CC GE

December 2020

23

Transportation Management
Plan

CC-GE

Not approved

24.

Site Specific Environmental
Management Plan Rev F
(SSEMP) (Rehabilitation of
Toktogul HPP Package 1 Phase
2 Project)
Health and Safety Plan Rev C
(Rehabilitation of Toktogul HPP Package
1 Phase 2 Project)
Including Covid-19 procedure

CC ZMEC and SM
Powertech

December 2019

CC ZMEC and SM
Powertech

August 2020

26

Project Emergency Response Plan Rev D

CC ZMEC and SM
Powertech

February 2020

27

Project Site Specific COVID-19 Plan
Rev12

CC GE

April 2022

20.

21.

22

25.
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Annex 3.: Official letter of the Department of Disease Prevention and State Sanitary
Epidemiological Surveillance on asbestos containing waste disposal
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Translation
Ministry of Health of the Kyrgyz Republic
Department of Disease Prevention and State Sanitary-Epidemiological Surveillance
Date: 22.12.2021
No.08/2-5-3360
OJSC Electric Power Plants
Ref. No.15-11/U-2167 dated 18.11.2021

After considering of your letter, The Department of Disease Prevention and State SanitaryEpidemiological Surveillance of the Ministry of Health of the Kyrgyz Republic (KR) informs the
following.
Issues of formation, collection, storage, using, disposal, transportation of industrial and consumer
waste, and also the state management, supervision and control of waste management is
regulated by the Law of the KR No.89 dated 13 November 2001 “On industrial and consumer
waste”. A Classifier of hazardous waste was approved by the Governmental Regulation No.9
dated 15 January 2010 “On approval of hazardous waste classifier and guidelines for determining
of waste hazard class”, and according to name of waste, waste of construction and destruction
decontaminated with asbestos was included in paragraph 17. It should be noted, asbestos
containing waste is classified as hazardous waste. In accordance with paragraph 10 of abovementioned Law and Governmental Regulation No.885 dated 28.12.2015 “On approval of
procedure of handling hazardous waste at the territory of the Kyrgyz Republic”, the procedure of
handling hazardous waste in the Kyrgyz Republic was approved, which is intended for legal
entities and individuals whose activities related to hazardous waste.
Determination of amount of waste at temporary storage is made according to the Procedure of
handling industrial and consumer waste in the Kyrgyz Republic approved by the Governmental
regulation of the Kyrgyz Republic No.559 dated 5 August 2015.
It should be mentioned, The Sanitary Norms and Rules 2.2.3.013-03 “Work with asbestos and
asbestos containing materials” is in the form of recommendation and according to current
legislative acts, a procedure of handling waste including its utilization, does not require an
agreement with the state surveillance authorities. At present and according to a structure of
Cabinet of Ministers, waste issues including storage and utilization are transferred to the Ministry
of natural resources, ecology and technical supervision of KR.
Also, according to article 6 of the Law of KR No.89 dated 13.11.2001 “On industrial and consumer
waste”, facilities for temporary storage of hazardous waste are determined at the territory of
industrial entities, and stationary storage facilities, disposal of hazardous waste are at intended
landfill. As there is no intended/special landfill for hazardous waste in the country, at present
industrial waste is stored at the territory of industrial entities or it could be transported out of the
country with regard to the rules of Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements
of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal.
Director

/signed/

S.A.Abdykadyrov
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